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Abstract 

 
This paper presents a differential computing system for 
satellite images called SIDE, which automatically 
extracts areas, boundaries and lines on earth from any 
type of general images using image processing 
technology. Unlike other general GIS software, SIDE 
can process any type of images without geo 
information (lat, long) as input and convert to geo 
information with template. The feature of SIDE is that 
it enables users to extract the differences between 
images using color information of areas on earth such 
as forest, ice, ocean, river, soil and desert, and 
compare the differences in time-series analysis. Also, 
SIDE provides a function to modify the position, size 
and angle of detected area, border and lines, and 
adjust the positions to geo information to overlap 
output images onto the base-map such as Google Maps 
or ArcGIS maps. By using this system with a 
multimedia sharing system called 5D World Map 
System, users can analyze the impacts of 
environmental change to the other phenomena by 
global viewpoints with other related multimedia. 
 
Keywords:  Multimedia, Image Processing, 
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1. Introduction 

For analyzing environmental change, it is 
important to compare not only the features of 
environmental phenomena in different areas but also 
the time-series change of the features of same area. For 
this purpose, any type of multimedia such as image, 
text, video, sound, statistics and sensor data should be 
utilized for the analysis of the features. Based on these 
assumption and objective, this paper presents a 
differential computing system for satellite images 
called SIDE for the detection and visualization of 
environmental change. The proposed system detects 
and visualizes the distinct differences among image 
groups of land, especially satellite images, aggregated 
by the time, and provides “difference-images” for users 
to grasp the notable changes in environment. The 
objective of this research is to realize a new analyzer 
for computing differences in environmental images for 
discovering new knowledge based on actual aspects 

and contexts, based on the concept and approach of 
Differential Computing [3]. The main feature of this 
system is that it enables to extract the differences 
between images using color information of areas of 
land such as forest, ice, ocean, river, soil, desert, 
mountain, city and road, and compare the differences 
in time-series analysis. In addition, how the change of 
geographical area makes impacts on to other 
phenomena can be also analyzed by mapping the 
results to a multimedia sharing system called 5D 
World Map system.  
 
2. Overview of 5D World Map System 
The analyzed results by the differential computing 
system for satellite images are supposed to be mapped 
onto a multimedia sharing system called 5D World 
Map System for collaborative knowledge creation on 
environmental studies. 

5D World Map System enables semantic, 
temporal and spatial analysis of multimedia, integrates 
and visualizes the analyzed results as a 5-dimentional 
dynamic historical atlas [1][2][3]. The main feature of 
this system is to create various context-dependent 
patterns of environmental/historical/cultural stories 
according to a user’s viewpoint dynamically. This 
system provides a platform and a common framework 
to share the research results of joint research activities, 
and generates multiple views of semantic and 
temporal-spatial relationships among multimedia of 
the cross-cutting issues with high visibility of semantic 
correlations between multimedia in time series 
variation with multi-geographical spaces. The objective 
to create this system is to combine real and cyber 
spaces to share knowledge not only in technological 
systems/mechanisms but also social rules/phenomena 
in the field of environmental research.  

The latest 5D World Map System consists of five 
main functions [4][5]: (1) Cross-topic multimedia 
search by semantic similarity calculation (Figure 1), 
(2) Multimedia database overview by spatiotemporal 
information, (3) Media data uploader for multi users, 
(4) Differential computing for spatiotemporal data, and 
(5) Historical-geographical information visualization 
(Figure2).  
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to judge if these results mean the speed of deforestation 
is reduced year by year. 
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Figure 14. Results of difference extraction and 

difference-image creation (Focused color is bright-
green, which means forest area. Increasing parts are 
shown in orange, and decreasing parts are shown in 

blue.) 
 
5.3 Mapping to 5D World Map 

As shown in Figure 15, Figure 17 and Figure 18, 
the original satellite images with geo information and 
the difference-images extracted by SIDE can be 
mapped onto 5D World Map, and visualized with other 
data such as sensor data of weather and statistical data 
about deforestation around the world. This 
visualization enables users to understand the 
complicated relations among various environmental 
phenomena intuitively. 
 

 
Figure 15. Mapping of an original satellite image with 

geo information converted as a KML file 

 
Figure 16. Mapping of the difference-images extracted 

by SIDE onto Mae Wong area 
 

 
Figure 17. Mapping of statistical data about 

deforestation around the world 
 

6. Conclusion 
This paper has been presented a differential 

computing system for satellite images called SIDE, 
which automatically extracts areas, boundaries and 
lines on earth from any type of general images, and the 
differences between images using color information of 
areas on earth such as forest, ice, ocean, river, soil and 
desert, and compare the differences in time-series 
analysis. We examined the feasibility, applicability and 
effectiveness for environmental change analysis with 
several experiments. 
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